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Seriously there is no healthcare reform out there which will decrease overall health care costs but allow seniors to keep their benefits.Ive been in health insurance sales for many years & not once has a single agent of any company ever said to me a customer could not keep there existing insurance or he would lose it. Thats right they may have to pay a
few more dollars per month but they would keep their insurance.there is no sense in fooling the American people with the lie that raising the price will force them to give up insurance & stay uninsured its a flat out lie.reforms that have been voted down by congress are the same for this country. we will just pay even more than we are already which is

outrageous.but when the burocratic idiots & politicans say the american people are paying 2.5 trillion for healthcare and then only average 30% of their needs were met.they are lying (the congress budget office reported that number back in 2009)there are 23 million Americans who dont have any coverage and thats not counting the millions who buy their
insurance on the individual market (either through their job or even off market)where premiums are from 9% to 12% of your income. why do you think obamas policies were so popular & were supported by every single democrat since that is essentially universal healthcare,the problem in our country is we dont have a middle class anymore & they are the

ones who will suffer most but we dont even have access to universal healthcare!thats another reason we could stop wasting so much of our money on defense & we could help the suffering middle class and seniors.the american people are never going to stop until we have universal healthcare
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